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CONNECTIVE TISSUE(CT) STRAP ROUTINE
This CT Strap book and companion video teach four self treatments using the connective tissue strap
as a yoga prop that prevents and resolves connective tissue tightness and/or joint fixations related to the
spine. These self fixes usually make chronically weak muscles found through Targeted Muscle Testing
instantly strong and keep them strong when the CT Strap Routine is performed regularly!
The focus of CT Strap Routine is on creating and maintaining excellent health. This is an educational
program only. The CT Strap Routine does not diagnose or treat disease, injuries, or ailments. This course
does not provide anyone with a certificate or license to practice or teach any healing art.
For safety reasons, prior to performing CT Strap Procedure, show this book to your Medical Doctor to
be sure that the CT Strap is safe for you. Promptly stop doing any CT Strap Procedure if there is pain.
CT Strap Procedures are activities which are best learned in person or alternatively from video. Static
photos do not completely represent movement; however, they do serve as useful, portable reminders.
Therefore, this book is designed to remind you of techniques you have studied on the video and/or in
class.
Copyright © 2018 by Cassius Camden Clay. All Rights Reserved.
No reproduction in whole or in part is allowed of any of the documents, photos, or wording contained
herein without express written authorization of Cassius Camden Clay.
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Introduction to the Connective Tissue Strap Routine

CONNECTIVE TISSUE STRAP ROUTINE

INTRODUCTION TO THE CONNECTIVE TISSUE STRAP ROUTINE
The following pages contain four Connective Tissue Strap procedures. Each procedure uses the concept
of “opposing forces” to stretch specific connective tissues associated with the spine. Using “opposing forces” is
analogous to playing “tug-of-war” with a rope. Here we are playing “tug-of-war” with connective tissues along
the spine. Hold each stretch for up to eight seconds. Focus on feeling for a small relaxation in the connective
tissue that you are stretching. Your body will move slightly in response to this connective tissue relaxation
phenomenon. Practice watching your body in a mirror for this small body movement as the connective tissue
relaxes. Once the associated connective tissue has let go, the stretch is over, even if it takes less than eight
seconds. Stretching for over eight seconds may cause harm.
Dr. Cassius Camden Clay has intensively studied Assisted Stretching Postures from Thai Massage for 29
years and Chiropractic, spinal biomechanics, and muscle testing for 38 years. One result of these combined
studies is the development of the Connective Tissue Strap Routine. From here forward, the Connective Tissue
Strap will be referred to as the CT Strap. The CT Strap Routine is like receiving a Thai Massage Assisted spinal
stretching treatment. The benefit is that the CT Strap Routine provides the assistance you need to stretch your
spinal connective tissue anytime and anywhere, without the assistance of others. Self sufficiency is a wonderful
thing. Using the CT Strap regularly makes and keeps your back relaxed and strong.
The Connective Tissue Strap Routine, particularly procedure A, is a Master Fix and usually makes all
weak muscles found through Targeted Muscle Testing instantly strong! CT Strap Procedures B, C, and D
have Master Fix tendencies.
Traditional yoga stretching does not reproduce the muscle strengthening effects of the Connective Tissue
Strap Routine. The CT Strap Routine is a wonderful adjunct prior to a traditional yoga practice! Begin your
yoga practice with all of your muscles turned on and strong with your spinal connective tissue more relaxed.
Our bodies need regular connective tissue stretching to create and maintain space for blood flow, lymphatic
drainage, cerebral spinal fluid flow, and nerve conduction which are all essential for associated sustained
muscle strength.
The CT Strap may be used several times a day to facilitate and maintain strength and comfort.
Here are a few important caveats regarding the Connective Tissue Strap. If you have any musculoskeletal
symptoms or a previous medical diagnosis concerning your spine, ask your Medical Doctor, Osteopath or
Chiropractor if the CT Strap Routine is safe for you.
It is very important that you do not use the CT Strap where there is pain. Also, do not cause pain with the
CT Strap. Using any more than a gentle force with the CT Strap is not safe and may cause harm. By gently
using the CT Strap daily, the connective tissue associated with your spine will over time, become relaxed in a
sustainable way. Dr. Clay has conclusively proven that the regular and gentle use of the CT Strap makes and
keeps targeted chronically weak muscles strong. Resist the urge to use more than a gentle force. There is no
need to experiment with the CT Strap since Dr. Clay has already done that for you! Use the CT Strap only as
instructed, or you may cause harm. If you have a weak grip, the CT Strap may be wrapped around your
hands creating handles.

“How to create handles with the CT strap is shown on the Quick Self Fixes Video, at the beginning
of the chapter “How to make a Connective Tissue Strap.”
Instructions for easily making your own CT Strap are on pages 16, 17 and 18.
To order a CT Strap, see www.QuickSelfFixes.com or call 404-808-4280.
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[A] CT Strap for Low Back Connective Tissue

[A] CT STRAP FOR LOW BACK CONNECTIVE TISSUE
KNOW YOUR BODY
This procedure stretches the thick connective tissue called the
lumbar aponeurosis, which covers your entire low back area just under
your skin. It is thick, tough, and similar to leather. Restrictive tightness
in this connective tissue is the most common cause of chronic low
back discomfort.

Left

Pulling the CT Strap diagonally away from your body, while
simultaneously pushing your low back and hips to the opposite side of
your body creates “opposing forces”. This gives the low back connective
tissue a very specific stretch, analogous to playing “tug-of-war” with the
thick leather-like covering over your low back.

L3

This procedure emulates “Lumbar Connective Tissue Stretch” from
Dr. Clay’s book “Assisted Stretching Postures from Thai Massage”.
CT Strap Procedure A is a Master Fix and usually makes all weak
muscles found through Targeted Muscle Testing instantly strong! In
particular, procedure A targets the following muscles - quadratus
lumborum, multifidus, transverse abdominus, psoas, gluteus medius,
and latissimus dorsi muscles instantly strong!

Right

Spine view from back

A

Note: When you use the CT Strap, always move very slowly and be gentle.
Do not cause any pain. Moving slowly and gently ensures safety.
THE SET UP (for the right side)
1. (Photo A) Place the CT Strap knot in the middle of your low back
between the top of your tailbone (sacrum) and the bottom of your ribcage.
The lamina grooves are on both sides of the absolute midline of your entire
spine and are actual grooves. Place the knot on your spine, just to the right
of the absolute center of your spine in the right lamina groove of lumbar
vertebra 3 (L3). People often place the CT Strap knot too far away from
the spine. The illustration and photo A show the correct knot placement at
lumbar vertebra 3 (L3) on the right. Correct knot placement is essential.

B

2. (Photo B) Stand with your feet shoulder width apart. Hold the two
ends of the CT Strap with the strap inside your forearms and elbows. If
you have a weak grip, wrap the ends of the strap around your hands,
creating handles.
3. (Photo B) Anchor the left CT Strap by pulling it across the front of your
left abdomen parallel to the floor, at the same level of the knot’s placement
on your spine. You have set your pin. Now let’s stretch against it.
4. (Photo B) Firmly pull the right CT Strap away from your body, parallel
to the floor and diagonally forward to your right. You are not pulling
to the front and you are not pulling to the side. You are pulling exactly
between your front and your right side.
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[A] CT Strap for Low Back Connective Tissue

CONNECTIVE TISSUE STRAP ROUTINE

[A] CT STRAP FOR LOW BACK CONNECTIVE TISSUE
THE FIX (for the right side)
5. (Photo C) From the placement of the CT Strap knot, lean
your upper body to the right as you continue firmly pulling your
right CT Strap.

C

6. (Photo D) Increase this lean by pushing your hips and low
back at the level of the CT Strap knot far to the left. At the same
time, bear more weight onto your right foot. Continue firmly
pulling the right CT Strap diagonally to the front right.
7. (Photo E) Further elongate your spine by stretching your
spine upward. Lean slightly backward to increase your stretch.
All of these actions together create the stretch using “opposing
forces”. Enjoy this stretch for five to eight seconds as you focus
on stretching the thick leather-like covering over your low back.

D

Opposing forces

E
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[A] CT Strap for Low Back Connective Tissue

[A] CT STRAP FOR LOW BACK CONNECTIVE TISSUE
HERE IS THE SAME PROCEDURE FOR THE OTHER SIDE
OF YOUR LOW BACK AT LUMBAR VERTEBRA 3 (L3).
THE SET UP (for the left side)
1. (Photo F) Shift the CT Strap knot to the left side at the
same spinal level, lumbar vertebra 3 (L3). The CT Strap knot
is placed on your spine just to the left of the absolute center
of your spine in the left lamina groove of lumbar vertebra 3
(L3). Remember, the lamina grooves are on both sides of the
absolute midline of your entire spine. People often place the
knot too far away from the spine. The illustration and photo
G show the correct knot placement at lumbar vertebra 3 (L3)
on the left. Correct knot placement is essential.
L3
2. (Photo G) Continue standing with your feet shoulder
width apart. Continue holding the two ends of the CT Strap
with the strap inside your forearms and elbows. If you have
a weak grip, wrap the ends of the strap around your hands,
creating handles.
3. (Photo G) Anchor the right CT Strap by pulling it across
the front of your right abdomen, parallel to the floor, keeping
it at the same level with the knot on your spine. You have set
your pin. Now let’s stretch against it.

F
Left

Right

Spine view from back

G

4. (Photo G) Firmly pull the left CT Strap away from your
body, parallel to the floor and diagonally forward to your left.
Remember, you are not pulling the CT Strap to the front, and
you are not pulling the CT Strap to the side. You are pulling
diagonally between your front and your left side.
THE FIX (for the left side)
5. (Photo H) From the placement of the CT Strap knot, lean
your upper body to the left as you continue firmly pulling
your left CT Strap.

Copyright © 2018 by Cassius Camden Clay. All Rights Reserved
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[A] CT Strap for Low Back Connective Tissue

CONNECTIVE TISSUE STRAP ROUTINE

[A] CT STRAP FOR LOW BACK CONNECTIVE TISSUE
6. (Photo I) Increase this lean by pushing your hips
and low back at the level of the CT Strap knot far to
the right. At the same time bear more weight onto
your left foot. Continue pulling the left CT Strap
diagonally to the front left.

I

7. (Photo J) Further elongate your spine by stretching
your spine upward. Lean slightly backward to increase
your stretch. All of these actions together create the
stretch using “opposing forces”. Enjoy this stretch for
five to eight seconds as you focus on stretching the
thick leather-like covering over your low back.

Opposing forces

CT STRAP KNOT PLACEMENT
This procedure is performed at three spinal levels
on both the right and left sides. You have already done
both sides of level 1.
Reposition the CT Strap knot to level 2 and repeat
steps 1-7 on the right and left. Next, reposition the CT
Strap knot to level 3 and repeat again on the right and
left.

J

Level 1: In the middle of the low back between the
top of the tailbone (sacrum) and the bottom of the
ribcage on lumbar vertebra 3 (L3). First on the spine
in the right lamina groove, then on the spine in the left
lamina groove.
Level 2: Just above the tailbone (sacrum) on lumbar
vertebrae 4 and 5 (L4-L5). First on the spine in the
right lamina groove, then on the spine in the left
lamina groove.
Level 3: Just below the bottom of the ribcage on
lumbar vertebrae 1 and 2 (L1-L2). First on the spine in
the right lamina groove, then on the spine in the left
lamina groove.
Level 3
Level 1
Level 2

Spine view from back
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[B] CT Strap for Lower 20 Rib and Thoracic Spine Ligaments

[B] CT STRAP FOR LOWER 20 RIB AND THORACIC SPINE LIGAMENTS
KNOW YOUR BODY
This procedure stretches connective tissue along the
spine, focusing on stretching the ligaments that tie the ribs
to the spine. Ribs are not fused to the spine. They have
actual moveable joints connected together with ligaments.
Ligaments are tough, slightly flexible straps of connective
tissue that connect bone to bone. This procedure also focuses
on stretching ligaments that connect the associated thoracic
vertebrae together.

Left

Right

T11, T12

Spine view from back

A

Pulling your CT Strap diagonally away from your body
while simultaneously pushing your spine at the same level
of the CT Strap knot to the opposite side of the body creates
“opposing forces”, giving the ligaments that connect the ribs
to the spine a very specific stretch.
Pulling the CT Strap upward creates “opposing forces”
by tractioning the vertebrae apart thereby giving ligaments
that connect the associated thoracic vertebrae together a very
specific stretch. This tractioning also slightly decompresses
the associated spinal discs, which are cartilage pads with fluid
filled centers between most vertebrae.
This procedure emulates “Costo-vertebral Stretch” from
Dr. Clay’s Book “Assisted Stretching Postures from Thai
Massage”.
CT Strap Procedure B makes the middle trapezius,
pectoralis major, lower trapezius, and latissimus
dorsi muscles instantly strong!

B

Note: When you use the CT Strap, always move very slowly
and be gentle. Do not cause any pain. Moving slowly and
gently ensures safety.
THE SET UP (for the right side)
1. (Photo A) Place the CT Strap knot just above the bottom
of your right ribcage on your spine in the right lamina groove
of thoracic vertebrae 11 and 12 (T11, T12). Remember,
the lamina grooves are on both sides of the absolute center
midline of your entire spine. People often place the knot too
far away from the spine. The illustration and Photo A show
the correct knot placement at thoracic vertebrae 11 and 12
(T11, T12) on the right. Correct knot placement is essential.

C

2. (Photo B) Stand with your feet shoulder width apart. Place
the CT Strap on the outside of your arms and just above your
elbows and hold in each hand. If you have a weak grip, wrap
the ends of the strap around your hands, creating handles.

Copyright © 2018 by Cassius Camden Clay. All Rights Reserved
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[B] CT Strap for Lower 20 Rib and Thoracic Spine Ligaments

CONNECTIVE TISSUE STRAP ROUTINE

[B] CT STRAP FOR LOWER 20 RIB AND THORACIC SPINE LIGAMENTS
3. (Photo B) Anchor the left CT Strap by pulling it across the
front of your body, parallel to the floor at the same level of
the knot’s placement on your spine. This must be a gentle pin
to allow rib movement away from the spine. If this pin is too
tight, this technique does not work as well. You have set your
pin. Now let’s stretch against it.

D

Opposing forces

4. (Photo B) Pull the right CT Strap firmly away from your
body, parallel to the floor and diagonally forward to the right.
You are not pulling to the front and you are not pulling to the
side. You are pulling exactly between your front and your right
side.
THE FIX (for the right side)

E

5. (Photo C) From the placement of the CT Strap knot, lean
your upper body to the right as you continue firmly pulling
your right CT Strap.
6. (Photo D) Release a little tension from your left CT Strap so
that you can pull the right CT Strap further right.
7. (Photo D) Increase this lean by pushing your spine at the
level of the CT Strap knot far to the left. At the same time,
bear more weight on your right foot.
8. (Photo E) Now elongate your spine upward. Keeping a
firm tension in your right CT Strap, pull the right CT Strap
diagonally upward toward the front and hold.

F

9. (Photo F) Rotate your torso to the left by pulling your right
CT Strap forward and around to the left.
10. (Photo G) Lean slightly backward to increase your stretch.
All of these actions together create the stretch using “opposing
forces”. Breathe deeply to accentuate this stretch. Enjoy this
stretch for five to eight seconds.

G
K
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[B] CT Strap for Lower 20 Rib and Thoracic Spine Ligaments

[B] CT STRAP FOR LOWER 20 RIB AND THORACIC SPINE LIGAMENTS
HERE IS THE SAME PROCEDURE FOR THE
OTHER SIDE OF YOUR LOWER RIB CAGE AT
THORACIC VERTEBRAE 11 AND 12 (T11, T12)

H

Left

Right

THE SET UP (for the left side)
1. (Photo H) Shift the CT Strap knot to the left side at
the same spinal level, thoracic vertebrae 11 and 12 (T11,
T12). The CT Strap knot is placed on your spine just to
the left of the absolute center in the left lamina groove
of thoracic vertebrae 11 and 12 (T11, T12). Remember,
the lamina grooves are on both sides of the absolute
midline of your entire spine. The illustration and Photo
H show the correct knot placement. People often place
the knot too far away from the spine. Correct knot
placement is essential.

T11, T12

Spine view from back

I

2. (Photo I) Continue standing with your feet shoulder
width apart. Continue holding the two ends of the CT
Strap outside of your arms, just above the elbows. If you
have a weak grip, wrap the ends of the strap around
your hands, creating handles.
3. (Photo I) Anchor the right CT Strap by pulling it
across the front of your body, parallel to the floor at the
same level of the knot’s placement on your spine. This
must be a gentle pin to allow rib movement away from
the spine. If this pin is too tight, this technique does not
work as well. You have set your pin. Now let’s stretch
against it.

J

4. (Photo I) Pull the left CT Strap firmly away from
your body, parallel to the floor and diagonally forward to
the left. You are not pulling to the front and you are not
pulling to the side. You are pulling exactly between your
front and your left side.
THE FIX (for the left side)
5. (Photo J) From the placement of the CT Strap knot,
lean your upper body to the left as you continue firmly
pulling your left CT Strap.
6. (Photo K) Release a little tension from your right CT
Strap so that you can pull the left CT Strap further to
the left.

K

Opposing forces

7. (Photo K) Increase this lean by pushing your spine at
the level of the knot far to the right. At the same time,
bear more weight on your left foot.
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[B] CT Strap for Lower 20 Rib and Thoracic Spine Ligaments

CONNECTIVE TISSUE STRAP ROUTINE

[B] CT STRAP FOR LOWER 20 RIB AND THORACIC SPINE LIGAMENTS
8. (Photo L) Now elongate your spine upward. Keeping a
firm tension in your left CT Strap, pull the left CT Strap
diagonally upward toward the front and hold.

L

9. (Photo M) Rotate your torso to the right by pulling
your left CT Strap forward and around to the right.
10. (Photo N) Lean slightly backward to increase your
stretch. All of these actions together create the stretch
using “opposing forces”. Breathe deeply to accentuate this
stretch. Enjoy this stretch for five to eight seconds.
CT STRAP KNOT PLACEMENT
This procedure may be performed at multiple levels
from the bottom of the ribcage almost to the top of the
ribcage on both the right and left sides. T12 to T3.

M

On the companion video, during the Quick Self Fixes
Routine, this procedure is performed at only four spinal
levels. You have already done both sides of level 1.
Reposition the CT Strap knot to level 2 and repeat
steps 1-10 on the right and left. Next, reposition the knot
to level 3 and repeat again on the right and left. Lastly,
reposition the CT Strap knot to level 4 and repeat again
on the right and left.
Level 1: Just above the bottom edge of the ribcage on
thoracic vertebrae 11 and 12 (T11, T12). First on the
spine in the right lamina groove, then in the left lamina
groove.

N

Level 2: Just below the bottom of the shoulder blade on
thoracic vertebrae 8 and 9 (T8, T9). First on the spine in
the right lamina groove, then in the left lamina groove.
Level 3: Below the middle of the shoulder blade on
thoracic vertebrae 6 and 7 (T6, T7). First on the spine in
the right lamina groove, then in the left lamina groove.
Level 4: Just above the middle of the shoulder blade on
thoracic vertebrae 4 and 5 (T4, T5). First on the spine in
the right lamina groove, then in the left lamina groove.

Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

Spine view from back
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SEE SPINE YOGA PART 2
FOR THE SECOND HALF OF THIS BOOK

